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The Einstein Telescope, a proposed third-generation gravitational-wave observatory, would enable tests
of the no-hair theorem by looking at the characteristic frequencies and damping times of black hole
ringdown signals. In previous work it was shown that with a single 500–1000 M⊙ black hole at a distance
≲6 Gpc (or redshift z ≲ 1), deviations of a few percent in the frequencies and damping times of dominant
and subdominant modes would be within the range of detectability. Given that such sources may be
relatively rare, it is of interest to see how well the no-hair theorem can be tested with events at much larger
distances and with smaller signal-to-noise ratios, thus accessing a far bigger volume of space and a larger
number of sources. We employ a model-selection scheme called TIGER (Test Infrastructure for GEneral
Relativity), which was originally developed to test general relativity with weak binary coalescence signals
that will be seen in second-generation detectors, such as Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo. TIGER is
well suited for the regime of low signal-to-noise ratios, and information from a population of sources can be
combined so as to arrive at a stronger test. By performing a range of simulations using the expected noise
power spectral density of the Einstein Telescope, we show that with TIGER, similar deviations from the
no-hair theorem (such as those considered in previous works) will be detectable with great confidence using
Oð10Þ sources distributed uniformly in a comoving volume out to 50 Gpc ðz ≲ 5Þ.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.90.064009 PACS numbers: 04.25.dg, 04.80.Nn, 95.55.Ym, 04.80.Cc
I. INTRODUCTION
The no-hair theorem states that a black hole that has
settled down to its final stationary vacuum state is deter-
mined only by its mass, spin, and electric charge [1–5].
Astrophysical black holes are thought to be electrically
neutral so that only mass and spin need to be considered,
leading to the Kerr geometry. When a black hole is formed
as a result of the inspiral and merger of two other compact
objects, it will undergo “ringdown” as it evolves towards its
quiescent state. This process can be modeled by considering
linear perturbations of the Kerr metric—or quasinormal
modes—which are characterized by frequencies ωlm and
damping times τlm [6–9]. Since the underlying Kerr space-
time is only characterized by its mass M and spin J, these
frequencies and times are constrained by linearized general
relativity to only depend on these quantities through specific
functional relationships, so that observational tests of these
dependences would constitute a test of the no-hair theorem,
and hence of general relativity (GR) [10]; this was first
hinted at by Detweiler [12], made concrete by Dreyer et al.
[13], and further explored in Refs. [14–16].
Recently Gossan, Veitch, and Sathyaprakash [17] inves-
tigated the possibility of performing this kind of test using the
Einstein Telescope (ET), a proposed third-generation
ground-based gravitational-wave detector [18], as well as
with the space-based eLISA [19]. These authors evaluated
twomethods for checking the dependencesωlm¼ωGRlm ðM;JÞ
and τlm¼τGRlm ðM;JÞ predicted by GR: Bayesian parameter
estimation and model selection. Specifically, one can write
possible deviations from these dependences as
ωlm ¼ ωGRlm ðM; JÞð1þ δωˆlmÞ; ð1Þ
τlm ¼ τGRlm ðM; JÞð1þ δτˆlmÞ; ð2Þ
and then (a) calculate how well the dimensionless quantities
δωˆlm, δτˆlm can bemeasured, or (b) compare the evidences for
two models: one where the δωˆlm, δτˆlm are free parameters,
and another in which they are all identically zero, corre-
sponding to the GR prediction. In practice, the authors of
Ref. [17] restricted their attention to the set
fδωˆ22; δωˆ33; δτˆ22g: ð3Þ
It was found that for black holes with masses in the range
500–1000 M⊙ at a distance of 6Gpc, the ETwould allow for
measurements of δωˆ22, δωˆ33, and δτˆ22 with accuracies of a
few percent for the first two parameters, and about 10% for
the third. (For comparison, boson stars in the same mass
range would cause δωˆ22 and δτˆ22 to be of order 1 [20].) With
model selection and assuming a 500 M⊙ black hole, a
deviation of a few percent in δωˆ22 could be discriminated
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fromGRwith lnBdevGR > 10, wereB
dev
GR is the Bayes factor, or
ratio of evidences, for the model that deviates fromGR [with
the variables in Eq. (3) as extra free parameters] versus the
GR model.
How frequently might one test GR in this way?
Coalescence rates of intermediate-mass binary black holes
whichwould give rise to ringdownswith masses in the above
range are highly uncertain [21–23]; theETmay see between a
few and a few thousand per year [24,25]. Gossan et al.
considered single, relatively loud sources, but one will also
want to combine information from multiple, possibly weak
signals out to large distances so as to maximally exploit the
available set of detections. Since deviations from the no-hair
theorem may be such that δωˆ22, δωˆ33, and/or δτˆ22 take on
different nonzero values for different sources, when doing
parameter estimation it will not be possible to combine
posterior probability densities from multiple events unless
one already assumes that GR is correct. On the other hand,
although Bayesian model selection does lend itself quite
easily to the utilization of all available detections, if one lets
fδωˆ22; δωˆ33; δτˆ22g (andpossiblymoreof theδωˆlm, δτˆlm) vary
all at the same time, one may be penalized if the correspond-
ing model is insufficiently parsimonious, i.e., if the correct
model involves a smaller number of additional parameters.
In Refs. [26–30], a more general algorithm for testing
GR was developed, called TIGER (Test Infrastructure for
GEneral Relativity). One takes a gravitational waveform
model as predicted by GR, and introduces deformations
parametrized by dimensionless quantities δξi, i ¼
1; 2;…; NT such that all of the δξi being zero corresponds
to GR being correct. One can then ask the question, “Do
one or more of the δξi differ from zero?” Let us denote the
corresponding hypothesis by HmodGR, and the GR hypoth-
esis by HGR. Now, there is no waveform model that
corresponds to HmodGR. However, as shown in Ref. [26],
one can define logically disjoint “subhypotheses” Hi1i2…ik ,
in each of which a fixed set of parameters fδξi1 ; δξi2 ;…;
δξikg are nonzero while δξj ¼ 0 for j∉fi1; i2;…; ikg. There
are 2NT − 1 such subhypotheses, corresponding to the
nonempty subsets of the full set fδξ1; δξ2;…; δξNTg. The
Hi1i2…ik do have waveform models associated with them
that can be compared with the data, and HmodGR can be
expressed as the logical union of all the subhypotheses:
HmodGR ¼ ⋁
i1<i2<…<ik;k≤NT
Hi1i2…ik : ð4Þ
Given a catalog of detections d1; d2;…; dN and whatever
background information I one may possess, one can then
compute the odds ratio for HmodGR against HGR:
OmodGRGR ≡ PðHmodGRjd; IÞPðHGRjd; IÞ
¼ α
2NT − 1
X
i1<i2<…<ik;k≤NT
YN
A¼1
ðAÞBi1i2…ikGR : ð5Þ
Here α is an unimportant scaling factor which below will be
set to unity, and the Bayes factors ðAÞBi1i2…ikGR for a detection
dA are given by
ðAÞBi1i2…ikGR ≡
PðdAjHi1i2…ik ; IÞ
PðdAjHGR; IÞ
; ð6Þ
where PðdAjHi1i2…ik ; IÞ and PðdAjHGR; IÞ are the eviden-
ces for Hi1i2…ik and HGR, respectively. For basic assump-
tions and detailed derivations we refer the reader to
Refs. [26–28].
The TIGER formalism has been evaluated extensively in
the context of binary neutron star inspirals that will be
observed by second-generation detectors, such as Advanced
LIGO [31], Advanced Virgo [32], GEO-HF [33], KAGRA
[34], and LIGO-India [35]. In Refs. [26,27] it was shown
that, thanks to the introduction of the Hi1i2…ik , the method
avoids potential problems due to insufficient parsimony, is
well suited to dealing with weak signals, and enables the
discovery of a wide range of deviations from GR, including
ones that are well outside the particular parametrized wave-
form family used; moreover, information from multiple
sources can trivially be combined.
However, TIGER is not tied to any particular gravita-
tional waveform model and can be applied to testing the no-
hair theorem with ringdown signals. Consider the NT ¼ 3
testing parameters of Ref. [17],
δξ1 ¼ δωˆ22; δξ2 ¼ δωˆ33; δξ3 ¼ δτˆ22: ð7Þ
HmodGR, the hypothesis that one or more of the δξi deviate
from their GR value, is then the logical union of 23 − 1 ¼ 7
subhypotheses H1, H2, H3, H12, H13, H23, and H123. Here
H1 is the hypothesis that δξ1 ≠ 0 while δξ2 ¼ δξ3 ¼ 0,H13
is the hypothesis that both δξ1 ≠ 0 and δξ3 ≠ 0 but δξ2 ¼ 0,
and similarly for the other subhypotheses. In the above
language, the model-selection setup of Gossan et al. [17]
only involved calculating, for a single source, the Bayes
factor
B123GR ¼
PðdjH123; IÞ
PðdjHGR; IÞ
: ð8Þ
It would be of great interest to see how our ability to discern
violations of the no-hair theorem with ringdown signals
would improve if the full formalism of TIGER were
brought to bear. This will be the main topic of the present
paper.
When evaluating the odds ratio OmodGRGR of Eq. (5) using
one or more detected signals, we may find that there is no
reason to believe that GR is incorrect. However, in that case
it will still be of interest tomeasure δωˆ22, δωˆ33, and δτˆ22 for
each source and combine the resulting posterior density
distributions so as to arrive at a joint result for the entire
catalog of detections. This we will also do, and as we shall
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see, potentially tight constraints can be set on these
parameters.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we explain
our assumptions regarding the Einstein Telescope as well as
our waveform models for signals and templates, and the
setup of the simulations. In Sec. III we evaluate TIGER’s
ability to perform tests of the no-hair theorem. The
possibility of precision measurements of the free param-
eters in the case where we have no reason to doubt GR is
discussed in Sec. IV. Section V provides a summary and
conclusions.
Throughout this paper we will use units such that
G ¼ c ¼ 1.
II. DETECTORS, WAVEFORM MODELS, AND
SETUP OF THE SIMULATIONS
A. The Einstein Telescope
In 2011, a conceptual design study for the Einstein
Telescope was concluded [18,36–38]. The ET is envisaged
to consist of three underground detectors arranged in a
unilateral triangle with 10 km sides. Each detector is
composed of two interferometers: a cryogenic one with
improved sensitivity at low frequencies (up to ∼40 Hz) due
to the suppression of thermal noise, and a noncryogenic
interferometer which is more sensitive at high frequencies
(up to several kHz) due to higher laser power, which
reduces quantum noise.
The combined strain sensitivity as a function of fre-
quency for each detector is the one labeled “ET-D” in Fig. 1
[39]. In the same plot we show the older “ET-B” curve used
by Gossan et al. [17], where only a single interferometer
was assumed for each of the detectors. Currently ET-D
corresponds to the most detailed assessment of the possible
noise budget of the Einstein Telescope. We will take the
lower cutoff frequency to be 10 Hz, and the dominant mode
frequencies considered in this paper will roughly lie
between 15 and 100 Hz, a range in which, for the most
part, ET-D is less sensitive than ET-B, by up to a factor of 2.
We note that in reality it may be possible to achieve a lower
frequency cutoff of only a few Hz, and between there and
25 Hz, ET-D is actually more sensitive than ET-B, which
would lead to comparably better visibility of higher-mass
sources; hence, our assumptions are conservative. For each
of the three detectors, stretches of simulated stationary,
Gaussian noise were produced with ET-D as an underlying
power spectral density. Simulated signals were added
coherently to each of the three data streams, taking into
account the different detector responses [40].
B. Waveform models
The ringdown signal is given by a superposition of
quasinormal modes characterized by triples of integers
ðl; m; nÞ, where l ≥ 2 and m ¼ −l;−lþ 1;…; l − 1; l;
n ≥ 0 is an overtone index [8,9,41,42]. Here we will only
consider the modes with n ¼ 0, as overtones with n > 0 are
not significantly excited and have much shorter damping
times [14]. The “plus” and “cross” polarizations read
hþðtÞ ¼
M
DL
X
l;m>0
Aljmje−t=τlmYlmþ ðιÞ cosðωlmt −mϕÞ;
h×ðtÞ ¼ −
M
DL
X
l;m>0
Aljmje−t=τlmYlm× ðιÞ sinðωlmt −mϕÞ; ð9Þ
where the Ylmþ ðιÞ, Ylm× ðιÞ can be written in terms of
spin-weighted spherical harmonics of weight −2:
Ylmþ ðιÞ≡ −2Ylmðι; 0Þ þ ð−1Þl−2Yl;−mðι; 0Þ;
Ylm× ðιÞ≡ −2Ylmðι; 0Þ − ð−1Þl−2Yl;−mðι; 0Þ: ð10Þ
In the above, M is the observed mass of the black hole,
which is related to the intrinsic mass by M ¼ ð1þ zÞMintr
with redshift z,DL is the luminosity distance to the source, ι
is the angle between the black hole’s spin and the line of
sight, and ϕ is the azimuth angle of the black hole with
respect to the observer. Note that in principle there will
be additional phase offsets ϕlm in Eq. (9); since analytic fits
for their dependence on progenitor parameters are not yet
available, we set them to zero, as was also done in
Refs. [17,43]. ωlmðM; jÞ and τlmðM; jÞ are the character-
istic frequencies and damping times of the modes, respec-
tively, as functions of the mass and of the dimensionless
spin j ¼ J=M2.
As in Ref. [17], we only consider the modes
ðl; mÞ ¼ ð2; 2Þ, (2,1), (3,3), (4,4), which are among the
most dominant ones. Analytic expressions for the mode
amplitudes Aljmj are not available, but there exist accurate
fits to numerical simulations. The authors of Ref. [17] took
the progenitor black holes to be nonspinning, in which case
FIG. 1 (color online). The strain sensitivity of the Einstein
Telescope as envisaged in Ref. [18], labeled ET-D, compared
with the older ET-B curve.
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one can use the approximate expressions for the Aljmj in
terms of the symmetric mass ratio ν ¼ m1m2=ðm1 þm2Þ2
(where m1, m2 are the progenitor component masses) from
Kamaretsos et al. [16,44]. Herewewill relax this assumption
and include the effect of nonzero progenitor spins in the
waveforms, using more recent results. For spinning progeni-
tors, Kamaretsos, Hannam, and Sathyaprakash [46] found
that mainly A21 is strongly affected, and a good fit for all the
relevant amplitudes is given by
A22ðνÞ ¼ 0.864 ν; ð11Þ
A21ðνÞ ¼ 0.43½
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − 4ν
p
− χeff A22ðνÞ; ð12Þ
A33ðνÞ ¼ 0.44ð1 − 4νÞ0.45A22ðνÞ; ð13Þ
A44ðνÞ ¼ ½5.4ðν − 0.22Þ2 þ 0.04A22ðνÞ; ð14Þ
where
χeff ¼
1
2
ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − 4ν
p
χ1 þ χ−Þ; ð15Þ
with
χ− ¼
m1χ1 −m2χ2
Min
: ð16Þ
Here ðm1; m2Þ and ðχ1; χ2Þ are, respectively, the progenitor
component masses and dimensionless spin magnitudes,
and Min is the initial total mass of the system, which to
reasonable approximation we can take to be equal to the
mass of the final black hole.
For the frequencies ωlm and damping times τlm there also
exist good fits, which can be expressed through the quality
factors Qlm ¼ ωlmτlm=2:
Mω ¼ f1 þ f2ð1 − jÞf3 ; ð17Þ
Q ¼ q1 þ q2ð1 − jÞq3 ; ð18Þ
where for the values of the coefficients f1, f2, f3, q1, q2, q3
we refer to Ref. [14]. Finally, there exists a simple fit for the
spin j of the final black hole in terms of the component
masses ðm1; m2Þ and spins ð~χ1; ~χ2Þ [47,48], for which we
refer to Ref. [48].
For the simulated signals, or injections, we choose
progenitor spins ~χ1, ~χ2 from a distribution with isotropic
directions, and a Gaussian distribution for the magnitudes
centered on 0.7, with standard deviation 0.2 and hard
cutoffs at 0.5 and 0.99 [49]; note that the value of 0.7
roughly corresponds to what one gets from the coalescence
of nonspinning, equal-mass binary black holes. The mass
M is drawn from a uniform distribution between 500 and
1000M⊙, and the mass ratio q ¼ m1=m2 from a uniform
distribution between 0.3 and 1. Amplitudes are computed
as in Eqs. (11)–(16), where we take χ1;2 ¼ j~χ1;2j, and the
final spin j is calculated from component masses and spins
using the formula of Barausse and Rezzolla [48]. With
these choices for masses and spins, the characteristic
frequency f22 ¼ ω22=ð2πÞ of the dominant ringdown mode
ranges from about 15 to 100 Hz, while the inspiral signal,
which ends roughly at fLSO ¼ ð63=2πMÞ−1, stays below the
lower cutoff frequency of 10 Hz and hence is never in the
sensitive frequency band. Redshifts are taken to be between
1.5 and 5, and sources are placed uniformly in a comoving
volume assuming a ΛCDM cosmology with ðΩM;ΩΛ;
h0Þ ¼ ð0.27; 0.73; 0.70Þ, so that luminosity distances
approximately range from 10 to 50 Gpc. Since part of
the exercise is to stress-test the TIGER framework, we only
analyze sources with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) < 30,
corresponding to a minimum angle-averaged distance of
14.97 Gpc (z ¼ 1.90). Sky positions ðθ;φÞ and orientations
ðι;ψÞ are drawn from uniform distributions on the sphere.
To gauge our sensitivity to deviations in ω22ðM; jÞ,
ω33ðM; jÞ, and τ22ðM; jÞ, we introduce constant relative
shifts δωˆ22, δωˆ33, and δτˆ22 as explained in the Introduction.
For the templates, we only take χeff and j to be the spin-
related free parameters, as the progenitor component spins ~χ1
and ~χ2 will not be separately measurable from a ringdown
signal alone [50]. The free parameters for the waveform
model corresponding to the GR hypothesis HGR are then
~θGR ¼ fM; ν; j; χeff ; DL; θ;φ;ψ ; ι;ϕ; t0g; ð19Þ
where t0 is the time of arrival of the signal at the detector.
The prior on M is chosen to be uniform between 300 and
1200 M⊙, and that for the symmetric mass ratio ν is flat
between 0.01 and 0.25; in terms of the mass ratio q ¼
m1=m2 this range corresponds to 0.01≲ q ≤ 1. The prior on
j is uniform between 0.01 and 0.99, and that on χeff is
uniform between −1 and 1. Sky positions and orientations
are taken to be uniform on the sphere, and the prior on
distance is uniform in a comoving volume between 8 and
60 Gpc. t0 is taken to be in a window of width 100 ms.
C. TIGER for ringdown
To apply TIGER in the context of ringdown, we introduce
the same parametrized deformations of the waveform as in
Ref. [17], namely the ones of Eqs. (1)–(3). The parameter
spaces corresponding to the various subhypotheses Hi1i2…ik
of HmodGR are given by
H1⟷ f~θGR; δωˆ22g;
H2⟷ f~θGR; δωˆ33g;
H3⟷ f~θGR; δτˆ22g;
H12⟷ f~θGR; δωˆ22; δωˆ33g;
H13⟷ f~θGR; δωˆ22; δτˆ22g;
H23⟷ f~θGR; δωˆ33; δτˆ22g;
H123⟷ f~θGR; δωˆ22; δωˆ33; δτˆ22g: ð20Þ
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Given a detection dA, the corresponding Bayes factors
ðAÞB1GR, ðAÞB
2
GR,
ðAÞB3GR, ðAÞB
12
GR,
ðAÞB13GR, ðAÞB
23
GR, and
ðAÞB123GR are calculated using
ðAÞBi1i2…ikGR ¼
ðAÞBi1i2…iknoise
ðAÞBGRnoise
; ð21Þ
where ðAÞBi1i2…iknoise ,
ðAÞBGRnoise are, respectively, the Bayes
factors for Hi1i2…ik and HGR against the hypothesis that
the data contain only noise. The latter are computed using an
appropriate adaptation of the nested sampling algorithm as
implemented by Veitch and Vecchio [51–53].
For completeness, we give the expression for the odds
ratio OmodGRGR in the present context; given a catalog of N
ringdown signals, it reads
OmodGRGR ¼
1
7
YN
A¼1
ðAÞB1GR þ
YN
A¼1
ðAÞB2GR þ
YN
A¼1
ðAÞB3GR
þ
YN
A¼1
ðAÞB12GR þ
YN
A¼1
ðAÞB13GR þ
YN
A¼1
ðAÞB23GR
þ
YN
A¼1
ðAÞB123GR

: ð22Þ
In practice it is often convenient to work with the
logarithm of the odds ratio, lnOmodGRGR . If GR is correct,
then naively one would expect OmodGRGR < 1, or
lnOmodGRGR < 0. However, features in the noise can have
a detrimental effect on the measurement of the log odds
ratio, and in practice one can obtain slightly positive values
of lnOmodGRGR even if no deviation from GR is present. For
this reason one usually constructs a background distribu-
tion PðlnOjHGR; κGR; IÞ [26–30]. Here κGR denotes a large
number of (catalogs of) injections with GR waveforms, for
each of which one computes lnOmodGRGR , whose normalized
distribution constitutes PðlnOjHGR; κGR; IÞ. Given a maxi-
mum false alarm probability β that one is willing to tolerate,
one can use this background to set a threshold lnOβ for the
measured log odds ratio to overcome; this threshold is
defined such that β is the fraction of the background
distribution that is above lnOβ,
β ¼
Z
∞
lnOβ
PðlnOjHGR; κGR; IÞd lnO: ð23Þ
In reality there will only be a single value for the measured
log odds ratio, computed from the signals one actually
detects. However, if one wants to assess how likely it is that
a particular type of deviation from GR, denoted by
Hnon−GR, will lead to a log odds ratio above threshold,
then one can construct a foreground distribution
PðlnOjHnon−GR; κnon−GR; IÞ, where this time κnon−GR is a
set of injections whose waveforms are in accordance with
the given GR violation. One can then define the efficiency ζ
as the fraction of the foreground that is above threshold:
ζ ¼
Z
∞
lnOβ
PðlnOjHnon−GR; κnon−GR; IÞd lnO: ð24Þ
This can be viewed as the probability that the particular
kind of deviation from GR considered will be discovered
with a false-alarm probability of at most β.
In what follows, we will consider both the case where
only a single ringdown detection is ever made by the ET, so
that N ¼ 1, and the case where multiple detections are
made. As mentioned before, the event rate for ringdowns
with masses in the range 500–1000 M⊙ is highly uncertain,
but a few tens of detections out to tens of Gpc is consistent
with expectations in the literature [21–25]. Below we will
show results where injections are randomly combined into
catalogs of Oð10Þ sources each.
To evaluate TIGER’s ability to find deviations from the
no-hair theorem, we will mostly study its behavior in the
following cases:
(1) There is a 10% deviation in the dominant-mode
frequency ω22, but other mode frequencies as well as
the damping times are unaffected, i.e., the injections
have ðδωˆ22; δωˆ33; δτˆ22Þ ¼ ð0.1; 0; 0Þ.
(2) There is a 10% deviation in the (3,3)-mode fre-
quency ω33, but no deviation in other frequencies or
in the damping times, i.e., ðδωˆ22; δωˆ33; δτˆ22Þ ¼
ð0; 0.1; 0Þ.
(3) There is a 10% deviation in the dominant-mode
damping time τ22, but no deviation in other damping
times or in the frequencies: ðδωˆ22; δωˆ33; δτˆ22Þ ¼
ð0; 0; 0.1Þ.
(4) There is a 25% deviation in τ22, but no deviation in
other damping times or in the frequencies: ðδωˆ22;
δωˆ33; δτˆ22Þ ¼ ð0; 0; 0.25Þ.
Note that in the notation introduced above, this means that,
in turn, we take H1, H2, and H3 to be the correct
hypotheses; the resulting distributions of log odds ratio
for single sources as well as catalogs of sources will be our
foreground distributions. We also consider the case where
the no-hair theorem holds, i.e., HGR is the correct hypoth-
esis and the injections have δωˆ22 ¼ δωˆ33 ¼ δτˆ22 ¼ 0. The
log odds ratio distributions resulting from the latter—again
for single sources and catalogs of sources—will be our
backgrounds.
III. TESTING THE NO-HAIR THEOREM
WITH TIGER
Let us first focus on background and foreground dis-
tributions for the case where only a single ringdown
detection is ever made by the ET, i.e., N ¼ 1. Results
for ∼1300 sources are shown in Fig. 2. We see that in all of
the cases, there is significant overlap between background
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and foreground, so that with a single source one has no
guarantee that violations of the no-hair theorem at these
levels will be picked up. With a maximum tolerable false-
alarm probability of β ¼ 0.05, the efficiency ζ for a 10%
shift in ω22 is 0.47, and for a 10% shift in ω33 it is 0.46.
Note how the efficiencies for deviations in ω22 and ω33 are
comparable; with our choice for the injected range of mass
ratios (0.3 < q < 1, or 0.18≲ ν < 0.25) there will be
sources with A33 > A22 as well as sources with A33 <
A22 (see Fig. of Ref. [17]). For a 10% shift in τ22 we find
ζ ¼ 0.05. Thus, even with only a single detection, one will
have a reasonable chance of finding a GR violation of the
given size in ω22 and ω33; however, the same shift in τ22
will be essentially unobservable.
At least for anomalies in ω22 and ω33, the situation
changes dramatically if information from multiple detec-
tions can be combined. This is shown in Fig. 3, for catalogs
of ten sources each. For the same maximum false-alarm
probability and the given shifts in ω22, ω33, and τ22, the
efficiencies become, respectively, 0.98, 0.98, and 0.13.
Thus, there is a very significant improvement in the first
two cases, but the shift in τ22 remains hard to observe.
It is also of interest to see how the efficiencies grow with
an increasing number of sources per catalog. This is shown
in Fig. 4, for two choices of maximum tolerable false-alarm
probability: β ¼ 0.05 and β ¼ 0.01. Due to the finite
number of catalogs considered, inevitably the numbers
we quote for efficiencies are not exact; in the plot we show
medians and 95% confidence intervals obtained for ζ when
randomly combining the available simulated sources into
catalogs of a given size in 1000 different ways. For the
cases δωˆ22 ¼ 0.1 and δωˆ33 ¼ 0.1, we see that for either
value of β, the efficiency reaches essentially 100% for ∼20
sources per catalog. However, for a GR violation with
δτˆ22 ¼ 0.1 and as many as 50 sources per catalog, even
with β ¼ 0.05 the median efficiency is only ∼0.2, with a
large spread.
One may then wonder how large a deviation in τ22 needs
to be before it becomes detectable with good efficiency, still
assuming a few tens of sources per catalog. In Fig. 5, we
FIG. 2 (color online). Single-source GR background distributions (dark gray) and foreground distributions (light gray) for a 10%
deviation in ω22 (left), a 10% deviation in ω33 (middle), and a 10% deviation in τ22 (right). In all three cases there is significant overlap
between background and foreground; for a maximum tolerable false-alarm probability of β ¼ 0.05, the efficiencies are, respectively,
47%, 46%, and 5%.
FIG. 3 (color online). GR background distributions (dark gray) and foreground distributions (light gray) for a 10% deviation in ω22
(left), a 10% deviation in ω33 (middle), and a 10% deviation in τ22 (right). This time we considered catalogs of ten sources each. Again
with β ¼ 0.05, this time efficiencies of 98% are attained for the two mode frequencies. On the other hand, the deviation in τ22 remains
hard to detect, with an efficiency of only 14%.
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show the evolution of median efficiencies and 95% con-
fidence intervals for the case where δτˆ22 ¼ 0.25. Here the
efficiencies rise more steeply with the number of detections
available, with the median efficiency for β ¼ 0.05 reaching
∼50%, albeit still with a considerable spread.
We see that, by combining information from multiple
sources, we greatly improve our ability to use ringdown
signals observed by the ET in testing the no-hair theorem.
However, the advantages of TIGER are not limited to this.
The use of multiple subhypotheses Hi1i2…ik also has a
significant impact on finding a deviation from GR, as
illustrated in Fig. 6. Here we arrange simulated sources in
order of increasing SNR, and we consider the Bayes factors
Bi1i2…iknoise and B
GR
noise for the hypotheses Hi1i2…ik and HGR
against the noise-only hypothesis, respectively. In particu-
lar, what is plotted is the cumulative number of times that
the Bayes factor against noise for a particular hypothesis is
the largest. We do this for the case where δωˆ22 ¼ 0.1, so
that the correct hypothesis is H1. For SNRs up to ∼18, we
see that the GR hypothesis dominates. Going to higher
SNRs, the correct hypothesis comes out on top the largest
number of times. Even so, incorrect hypotheses often
dominate. For example, the number of times that the
incorrect hypothesis H12 has the largest Bayes factor
against noise is not significantly lower than the number
of times that H1 has the largest Bayes factor. As the right-
hand panel in the figure shows, at SNRs between 8 and 12,
the hypothesisH3 tends to be the most dominant afterHGR,
yet it does not even involve δωˆ22, where the GR violation
occurs! Note also that in the latter SNR range, the least
parsimonious hypothesis, H123, does particularly badly.
The above pertained to single sources. In Fig. 7 we
consider, for an example catalog of sources, the evolution
of the combined Bayes factors
Bi1i2…ikGR ¼
YN
A¼1
ðAÞBi1i2…ikGR ; ð25Þ
as well as lnOmodGRGR , as information from more and more
detections is added; the sources are arranged in order of
increasing SNR. We can make two observations:
(i) The hypothesis H123 where all the parameters
fδωˆ22; δωˆ33; δτˆ22;g are left free does not dominate
the log odds ratio, and indeed is deprecated com-
pared with some of the other subhypotheses. This
illustrates how one can suffer significant loss in
discriminatory power if the non-GR model is in-
sufficiently parsimonious, i.e., has more free param-
eters compared with the number of additional
parameters that is actually needed. TIGER does
not have this problem.
(ii) The correct hypothesis—in this caseH1—is also not
necessarily the dominant one. Indeed, it can happen
that detector noise obscures the true nature of the GR
violation so that some other hypothesis (in this
example H12) ends up on top. However, what is
unlikely to happen is that the noise makes a non-GR
signal look like a GR one. In a situation where most
signals are weak, one should use TIGER with as
many testing parameters fδξ1; δξ2;…; δξNTg as is
computationally feasible.
FIG. 4 (color online). Growth of the efficiency ζ with the number of sources per catalog, for a 10% deviation in ω22 (left), a 10%
deviation in ω33 (middle), and a 10% deviation in τ22 (right), for maximum tolerable false-alarm probabilities β ¼ 0.05 and β ¼ 0.01,
respectively. In order to understand uncertainties in ζ due to having a finite number of catalogs, the available simulated sources were
randomly combined into catalogs to obtain 1000 different realizations. Shown are the median efficiencies (solid and dashed lines) and
95% confidence intervals.
FIG. 5 (color online). Growth of the efficiency with the number
of sources per catalog, this time for a 25% deviation in τ22, again
for maximum tolerable false-alarm probabilities of β ¼ 0.05 and
β ¼ 0.01. As in Fig. 4, medians and 95% confidence intervals for
ζ are shown, obtained from combining simulated sources into
catalogs in many different ways.
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So far we have considered situations where GR viola-
tions are present, and we have studied how well one would
be able to find them using TIGER, depending on the size of
the violations and the number of detections available. In the
next section we consider a scenario where the measured log
odds ratio is consistent with GR.
IV. CONSTRAINING THE FREE PARAMETERS
If, when comparing the measured log odds ratio with
some reasonable threshold, there turns out to be no reason
to doubt the validity of GR, then one can consider
measuring the parameters δωˆ22, δωˆ33, and δτˆ22 in order
to see what constraints can be put on them. Indeed, within
the Bayesian parameter estimation framework implemented
by Veitch and Vecchio [51–53] that we use here (see also
Ref. [54] for comparisons with other Bayesian methods),
given a waveform model corresponding to a hypothesis H
with parameters ~λ, the joint posterior density function
(PDF) is obtained through
pð~λjH; d; IÞ ¼ pð
~λjH; IÞpðdjH; ~λ; IÞ
pðdjH; IÞ ; ð26Þ
where pð~λjH; IÞ is the prior distribution of parameters
before any measurement has been made, pðdjH; ~λ; IÞ is the
likelihood function (i.e., the probability of obtaining the
data d given H and parameter values ~λ), and pðdjH; IÞ is
the prior probability of the data, which can be absorbed
into a normalization factor. The probability density func-
tion for an individual component λ1 of the vector ~λ is
obtained straightforwardly by marginalizing over all the
other parameters:
pðλ1jH; d; IÞ ¼
Z
dλ2dλ3…dλNpð~λjH; d; IÞ: ð27Þ
If one anticipates λ1 to be the same for all detections
d1; d2;…; dN then one can combine PDFs across sources
through
pðλ1jH; d1; d2;…; dN ; IÞ ¼ pðλ1jH; IÞ1−N
×
YN
A¼1
pðλ1jH; dA; IÞ; ð28Þ
as was done in a different context in, e.g., Ref. [55].
In the present context one can obtain PDFs for δωˆ22,
δωˆ33, and δτˆ22 by, e.g., letting H be H1, H2, and H3,
respectively. Now, if there is evidence that GR is violated
(because of the measured lnOmodGRGR being above thresh-
old), then there is no a priori reason to assume that the
fδωˆ22; δωˆ33; δτˆ22g will be the same for all sources. Note
that although this is the choice we made for injections in the
previous section, even if these additional parameters had
been nonconstant it would not have been a problem to do
model selection with multiple sources, since each of the
Bayes factors ðAÞBi1i2…ikGR only gauge whether the hypothesis
Hi1i2…ik is more probable than HGR. In doing parameter
estimation one has to be more careful.
FIG. 6 (color online). Left: The cumulative number of times that a given hypothesis (any of theHi1i2…ik , orHGR) has the largest Bayes
factor against noise (Bi1i2…iknoise , or B
GR
noise), for single sources up to an SNR of 30. Right: The same, but focusing on SNRs up to 12.
FIG. 7 (color online). The progression of combined log Bayes
factors within an example catalog of 20 sources. Shown are
lnBi1i2…ikGR , as well as the log odds ratio lnO
modGR
GR , with an
increasing number of sources (sorted by SNR), for the case where
the injections have δωˆ22 ¼ 0.1.
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On the other hand, suppose that there is no evidence of
GR being incorrect, i.e., the measured lnOmodGRGR is well
below threshold. Then one can expect that fδωˆ22; δωˆ33;
δτˆ22g are all constant, namely, δωˆ22 ¼ δωˆ33 ¼ δτˆ22 ¼ 0,
and it makes sense to combine PDFs from multiple sources
as in Eq. (28). In turn, we let H be H1, H2, and H3, and
compute marginalized PDFs for δωˆ22, δωˆ33, and δτˆ22,
respectively.
Results are shown in Fig. 8. In the top panels, we
consider PDFs both for an example single source at
DL ¼ 20.69 Gpc ðz ¼ 2.47Þ, and for a catalog of 20
sources. For the single source, the spreads of the PDFs
are roughly consistent with an extrapolation of the results
of Gossan et al. to the given luminosity distance. (For
injections and templates with nonspinning progenitors and
DL < 6 Gpc, we get uncertainties that are in close agree-
ment with theirs.) As expected, the single-source PDFs are
quite wide and uninformative, with standard deviations of
0.10, 0.13, and 0.21, respectively. For δωˆ22 and δωˆ33, with
20 sources the PDFs become strongly peaked (with widths
of 0.0051 and 0.0066, respectively), and there is very little
bias. For δτˆ22 the combined PDF is not only wide (with a
standard deviation of 0.048), but it shows some bias as well
(although the correct value of zero is within its support). In
the bottom panels of the figure, we show the evolution of
medians and 95% confidence intervals for the combined
PDF as more and more detections are added. We see that
even for δτˆ22, the 95% confidence interval shrinks to ∼0.1
when ∼40 sources are at our disposal. Hence there is a clear
advantage in computing PDFs using all available detections.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have revisited the problem of testing the no-hair
theorem using ringdown signals that will be seen by the
Einstein Telescope. In previous work [17], it was shown
how deviations of up to 10% in the ringdown mode
frequencies ω22, ω33 and the damping time τ22 could be
observed out to distances of ∼6 Gpc, both through param-
eter estimation and model selection. Here we used the
TIGER framework that was originally developed to test
general relativity with stellar-mass binary inspiral signals
in second-generation detectors [26–30]. In this model-
selection scheme, parametrized deviations are introduced
in the waveforms, and multiple auxiliary hypotheses are
tested corresponding to all subsets of the extra free
parameters. Information from multiple sources can trivially
be combined. A log odds ratio lnOmodGRGR is computed,
which compares the probability that one or more of the
auxiliary hypotheses are correct with the probability that
GR is the right theory. Given the expected distribution of
lnOmodGRGR in the case that GR is correct, violations of GR
are searched for by checking whether the measured log
odds ratio is above a threshold set by a predetermined
maximum false-alarm probability. If this is not the case
then there is no reason to doubt GR, and one can calculate
bounds on the free parameters, again combining informa-
tion from all available sources.
Ringdown signals from black holes with masses in the
range 500–1000 M⊙ can result from coalescences of
intermediate-mass binary black holes, but such events
FIG. 8 (color online). Top panels: Posterior density functions for δωˆ22 (left), δωˆ33 (middle), and δτˆ22 (right), both for a single source at
a distance of 20.69 Gpc (z ¼ 2.47) with an SNR of 19.14, and for a catalog of 20 sources. Bottom: Evolution of medians and 95%
confidence intervals of PDFs as more and more sources are included.
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may be rare [21–25]. On the other hand, they can be seen
with the ET out to redshifts of z≳ 5. We have shown that
with Oð10Þ sources and using the TIGER framework,
deviations of the same size as the ones considered in
Ref. [17] can be seen, but for sources at distances up
to 50 Gpc.
Our work illustrates how TIGER is not tied to any
particular waveform model (nor even any particular type of
source). It is well suited to the regime of low signal-to-noise
ratios due to its use of multiple subhypotheses, which
increases the chance of finding a GR violation. Because of
detector noise, the correct hypothesis (or for that matter,
the most inclusive hypothesis) may not yield the largest
contribution to the log odds ratio, but it is unlikely that
noise will make a GR-violating signal look like one that is
in accordance with GR. For concreteness we only consid-
ered possible deviations in fω22;ω33; τ22g (as was also
done in Ref. [17]), leading to seven auxiliary hypotheses in
the TIGER framework, but in reality one should include as
many subhypotheses as is feasible and modeling allows.
TIGER offers an effective way of finding very generic
violations of GR. As shown in the context of compact
binary coalescence, it can uncover deviations that are not
included in any of the waveform models associated with the
subhypotheses Hi1i2…ik [26,27]. We fully expect the same
to be true for ringdown; an example could be the appear-
ance of modes with spin weights different from −2, as in
the case of a black hole in certain fðRÞ theories that are
dynamically equivalent to Einstein-Proca theory [56–58].
An explicit demonstration is left for future work. On the
other hand, if the signal waveform is not among any of the
template models, then fundamental bias can make it
difficult to reliably pinpoint the underlying nature of the
violation [26,59–62]. This remains an open problem for
ringdown as well.
When the log odds ratio does not indicate a violation of
GR, upper limits can be put on deviations in the extra free
parameters. A single source at large distance (>10 Gpc)
may only give weak bounds and could show considerable
bias. On the other hand, withOð10Þ sources, deviations are
well constrained even for the parameter τ22, for which no
meaningful bounds can be obtained with a single source
at SNR ∼20.
In this study we deliberately restricted attention to a
black hole mass range for which the preceding inspiral
signal cannot be seen, but the dominant ringdown mode is
visible. In reality one would also expect lighter systems to
be seen, for which one would want to utilize information
from the inspiral and merger regimes as well. Given
appropriate GR waveform models (as are likely to become
available on the timescale of the ET) it should be possible to
put extremely stringent restrictions on GR violations by
using the thousands of stellar-mass binary coalescence
events that the ET will plausibly observe. However, as we
have shown, even events where only the ringdown can be
accessed will separately allow for interesting tests of the
strong-field dynamics of GR.
Finally—as was found in Ref. [17] for the case of single
systems withM ∼ 106 M⊙—eLISAwill be able to perform
tests of the no-hair theorem at a comparable level of
accuracy as the ET with M ∼ 103 M⊙. Since the detection
rate for such sources with eLISA may be on the order of
tens per year [63] (i.e., what we assumed for the ET in this
paper), results from TIGER—including the combining of
information from multiple sources—should also be similar.
Detailed investigations are left for future work.
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